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“The job market will be physically, mentally, and
emotionally exhausting.”

“The job market will be physically, mentally, and
emotionally exhausting.”

“The job market will be physically, mentally, and
emotionally exhausting.”
“The job market will be fun.
You will meet many future colleagues who are interested
in learning about your work.”

-1.5 to -2 years: idea of the job market paper
-1 to -0.5 years: first draft of the job market paper ready
-2 months: job market paper ready

MARKET: Applications – June

TIMELINE

AMA – August
Flyouts & Offers – Sept to Nov
Negotiation + After market – December

After market – December
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What do schools look for?
• Your job market paper
• Recommendation letters
• Some schools value other publications.
•

•

This is more true for behavioral research than quant.
•

Behavioral/psych research moves in faster pace and
in smaller bites than quantitative research

•

Getting things out the door is important, but so is the
pipeline

At the AMA interviews, it is your ability to “communicate
research” -- demonstrate quality and fit

Important Stuff – The Job Market Paper
The quality of research matters more than the quantity.
(especially true with a job market paper)
• The marginal return to investing in your job market paper is almost always
higher than investment in any other paper.
•

Search committees will read your JMP most carefully

•

The one piece of research that every faculty member will see

• Most people will only look at the abstract and introduction (and tables.)
•

The job market paper should ideally be very polished – but especially these sections!

Apply broadly!
It is rarely a good idea to go on a “limited market.”
It does not just lower your overall odds of a job,
but also lowers bargaining power for a good salary
or good teaching deal.
This is your time to advertise your work.
Future offers are highly path dependent.

Maximize feedback.
• Get as many colleagues as possible to give
you feedback.
• Getting people to read your paper is difficult -- they
may not have the time.
•

“Can you please give me your first reaction to my abstract and
intro”

• Meet with your committee members and other
faculty (early and often)
• Update your advisor of developments (weekly)

The taxicab test
Are you able to talk about
your job market paper to the
cab /Uber driver and keep
him/her interested?

Make your work accessible.
• Temptation to impress people with complex work
• Reality: most of the people voting on whether to hire you are not working
on the same topics with your field.
• Even if they are very smart, safe to assume your audience does not
know or even care about your topic
• You have 1-2 slides to change their minds
• Be ready to explain things intuitively and plainly so that all can understand.
(Then launch into technical wizardry.)
• Know the weaknesses of your work. Prepare answers to possible
questions.

Make yourself accessible.
• Set up a professional website. Share your CV, papers,
contact info and any other job market relevant
information.
• Link the official/department link to a personal site
• Build a personal site that will follow you from
institution to institution, and provide a stable
domain for all your work in future.
• Buy your own domain name
• Invest into a high quality picture

It is the fit that matters.
Market outcome is endogenous, but in the long
term markets tend to correct themselves.
If a school does not value the work you and do
decides not to hire you, that’s better than the
alternative.
Your long term goal is to be an expert in your field.
Work on that and the rest will work itself out.

“Go ahead. Get lost. It’s okay
to be afraid.
Being afraid can actually be
a sign you’re doing
something worthwhile.”
--A life in Parts, B. Cranston

Some Practical Advice – Scheduling

Arrive at your hotel earlier than required
(preferably more than 24 hours in advance).

Do not check your suit– take it as a
carry on.

Flights get delayed, luggages get lost, time differences
do not help

Luggages get lost

Last minute problems come up
Have time to familiarize yourself with the hotel
Ask for a room close to the elevators, but not
immediately next to it

Prepping – physically and financially

• Credit card pre reimbursement for travel expenses
•

Consider registering into an airline if you will be commonly traveling one airline. Many people
rack loyalty points. One perk!

• Two nice suits and lots of shirts/tops.
• Small snacks for between interviews, if you need them
• Breath strips

Focus
Are you someone who operates better with a “support” team? Without a
team?
I do not like traveling to conferences with family/friends
Others like to travel with their support team – have someone to iron the shirts, buy the food, etc.
(Which one are you? Do not bring others along to your “trip” if you are the first type.)

Between/overnight of the interviews, eat in your room
Do not spend time hanging around the hotel lobby, mingling, etc.
Order food in advance. AMA hotels get very busy.

After the market – negotiating your offer
• You’ll receive an email or a call with a verbal offer first
•

Few details will be given

• Details follow in shortly afterwards, in a formal offer letter.
•

Salary, research funds, teaching load, tenure clock

• You may be offered a follow up visit
•

Important – you will get a feel for how it is going to be now that you are the colleague and the
candidate.

• It is perfectly normal to negotiate – you should not feel uncomfortable doing
it. Especially if you are a female candidate.

Apply broadly (again!)

•

Idiosyncrasy – Preferences are idiosyncratic

•

Frictions -- Matching markets are subject to many frictions

•

Imperfect information – you will underestimate some jobs, and overestimate others. There
are many unobservables.

•

Hiring limitations of schools -- Unobservable variables that reduce the chances of hiring

•

But keep it serious–
•

Schools are offended if you decline a visit, but do not waste anyone’s valuable time.

